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November Virtue: Courage
Skill: Problem Solving

Substantive knowledge
This is the subject based knowledge that students need to understand. It is
planned, taught and revisited in a careful sequence by teachers
Disciplinary knowledge
This is how we gain knowledge in a subject. For example in history it often
involves using historical sources, in English reading novels or poems, and in
more creative subjects drafting and re-drafting work.

Year 7
In Arts, the disciplinary knowledge in Year 7 is colour
theory in art. The substantive knowledge is
understanding and looking at a colour wheel and the
idea of complimentary colours, using their problem
solving skills to work out which colours to use
when creating pieces of art. For those students new
to each subject, drama and dance will focus
disciplinary knowledge on performance with dance
looking at ZooNation and drama looking at
improvisation and ensemble pieces including a
specific focus on the courage needed to perform in
front of an audience.
In DT, food and media studies, the focus of
disciplinary and substantive knowledge will both
be on the introduction of the topics. Both food and
DT look at health and safety
aspects, where the skill of problem
solving in relation to health and
safety is extremely important.
Food also looks at healthy eating, discussing the
problem solving techniques sometimes needed to
get the balance right, before moving onto a practical
of making a fruit salad. Media studies introduces the
idea of the media and its importance, particularly
looking at the BBC and the importance of the news,
as well as the ways in which stories are portrayed is
linked to courage.
In music, substantive knowledge focus will be
looking at Caribbean music and in PE students focus

Year 8
In art, students will be looking at Rangoli Embroidery
and the problem solving skills necessary to gain
symmetry within patterns. Symmetry and embroidery
skills are also the focus of the disciplinary knowledge
this month, while dance and drama focus on the
disciplinary knowledge of performance with dance
looking at devising pieces based on the work of Andy
Goldsworthy and drama looking at different types of
play such as ‘mystery’ and ‘protest’ (substantive
knowledge). Students will also have a specific focus on
the courage needed to perform in front of an audience
(disciplinary knowledge).
As this is the first year students have
studied DT, this subject will focus on
disciplinary knowledge, especially the
health and safety aspects where the skill of problem
solving in relation to health and safety is extremely
important. Food lessons investigate the courage shown
by students as they create larger family meals
(substantive knowledge) and in media studies,
students look at how the media portrays stories,
including prejudice within the media, and the lack of
courage that can be demonstrated at times by the
media. This is a fundamental disciplinary knowledge of
the subject. Students studying music look at the
disciplinary knowledge of Samba and in PE students
also focus on the disciplinary knowledge of team sports
in football, basketball and netball where they need to
have the courage to make a play for the ball, but also
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on the team sports of football, basketball and netball where they need to have the
courage to make a play for the ball, but also problem-solve as a team in
order to win their matches. The disciplinary knowledge will be around
Caribbean instruments (music) and team tactics and strategies (PE).
In Languages, English focusses on the novel ‘Skyhawk’, looking at the two
characters exploring Scotland and how they need to demonstrate courage
combined with their problem solving skills to overcome challenging situations.
Disciplinary knowledge will be literacy skills required to access the text and substantive
knowledge for this unit sees students learn about characterisation, morality and
nature.
In both French and Spanish, students will be looking at things they prefer, developing
into discussions about personalities, family and giving opinions. Students will need to
have courage to share their opinions in class as well as use problem solving. The
disciplinary knowledge required is how to manipulate verbs and subordinate clauses in
another language and substantive knowledge will be less of a focus but around their
families and opinions on given topics.
In Social Sciences, students will be looking at the British Isles with a particular focus on
map reading, which will develop their problem solving skills in geography. The
disciplinary knowledge is therefore mapwork and map skills and the substantive
knowledge is a basic understanding of the physical geography of the British isles.
History focusses on 1066 and the courage needed by soldiers to enter into battle, the
Anglo-Saxons and how William the Conqueror used his problem solving skills to become
King and then follows through into the specific history of Houghton Regis during this time
period. Disciplinary knowledge this month is around understanding complex narratives
and making sense of events and the substantive knowledge is the events of 1066 and
their significance as well as local history. In religious studies, students will be looking at
how different religions view existence and the universe as they learn to problem solve by
pulling together key viewpoints and drawing conclusions. Disciplinary knowledge is
around the analysis of different ideas and reasoning and the substantive knowledge is
around the different scientific and religious views on the origins of the universe.
In STEM, the disciplinary and substantive knowledge will focus on algebra in maths,
particularly on expressions and formulae, which will need students to demonstrate
courage as they tackle an abstract topic that can be difficult in Year 7, as well as
needing students to use their problem solving skills to combine other mathematical
knowledge with area.
All information about the content students are studying in Year 7 is available in our
Curriculum Maps on our website.
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inferences from imagery used in poetry and how this might make the reader feel.
In Spanish, students will be discussing their music tastes as they develop problem solving whilst using
comparative conjunctions. In In French, students will be looking at clothes and fashion choices and the courage
needed to make a choice to stand out from the crowd. This will also lead on to discussions about the weather,
specifically linking to deciding which clothing items are needed in which weather. The disciplinary skill in
languages is therefore around how to structure conversations in a foreign language and the substantive
knowledge is based on fashion and current affairs.
In Social Sciences, the disciplinary knowledge is the analysis of population pyramids and statistical data. The
substantive knowledge examines population changes over time and how this is linked to city and country
development. Students will need to use their problem solving skills to look at ways of solving different
population crises. In history, students the substantive knowledge is around the context of slavery, the slave
trade and the ‘middle passage’ as they develop their understanding of the courage shown by slaves as they
fought for emancipation. One of the main disciplinary knowledge aspects this month is source analysis and
empathy.
Religious studies also looks at courage of people, by looking at what makes people inspirational
and different religious leaders that have demonstrated courage. The disciplinary knowledge is
awareness of faith and ability to explain why someone believes what someone believes and the
substantive knowledge is individual examples such as Martin Luther King, Mahatma Gandhi
and others.
In STEM, the focus on disciplinary knowledge is on data in maths, in particular looking at representing
and interpreting data in graphs and charts. The substantive knowledge is how to develop this further
as they use problem solving to compare different data sets using these graphs and charts. In
computer science, students will be working on website development (disciplinary knowledge) where
they will demonstrate courage as they learn HTML, a new language to them, as well as use their problem
solving skills as they test their websites and fix any issues. Substantive knowledge in November is mainly in
experiencing real examples of successful websites and web designers. Scientific substantive knowledge is on
variation and human reproduction and how natural problem solving leads to adaptations in
reproduction. Disciplinary knowledge is further developed by students acting scientifically by making
hypotheses and then testing these in a secure and reliable way followed by evaluating their findings.
All information about the content students are studying in Year 8 is available in our Curriculum Maps on our
website.

Year 9
In art, students are looking at surrealism with a focus on Dali and his work, developing towards students creating their
own surrealist piece (substantive knowledge). Students continue to develop disciplinary skills by drafting and re-drafting
(Continued on page 4)
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and using others’ work to inspire their ideas. In dance, the substantive knowledge is musical theatre, with a
focus on the West End Production of ‘Matilda’ leading to several opportunities to discuss the courage of the
different characters as they display the virtue of courage or demonstrate a distinct lack of it.
In drama, students will study the work of Stanislavski and Brecht (substantive knowledge). As this
is the first year students have studied DT, this will focus on the disciplinary knowledge and skills
required around health and safety aspects where the skill of problem solving in relation to health
and safety is extremely important. Food lessons prepare students for the colder months with substantive
knowledge of making vegetable bean soup. In media studies, students look at the role of influencers and
podcasters (substantive knowledge) and the importance of the digital footprint, discussing how courage is
important online as everything you put out there can impact other people. Music lessons also have a substantive
knowledge focus on protest songs and the courage it takes to use such a medium of demonstration, whilst in
PE all students focus on the team sports of football, basketball and netball where they need to have the courage
to make a play for the ball, but also problem solve as a team in order to win their matches.
In Languages, students will look at ‘Gothic Villains’ (substantive knowledge) looking at how literature reflects
and shapes society. Students will look specifically at problem solving in terms of how literature
represents challenge and resolution. The disciplinary knowledge will see students observe how Gothic
writers show courage in creating monsters which reflect the problems of their era; thus offering society
problem solving skills. In Spanish, students will develop substantive knowledge by looking at work and
careers that they might want to choose in the future, demonstrating courage to make these decisions,
as well as developing their problem solving skills and substantive knowledge as they learn to use all three tenses
in written work. In French, students will be learning substantive knowledge by looking at planning parties and
festivals and disciplinary knowledge by being able to speak and write in different tenses about them.
In Social Sciences, students will focus on the substantive knowledge of climate change in geography, particularly
looking at glaciers and landscape changes. Students will think about the courage used by those who speak out
about climate change and try to make a difference as well as use their problem solving skills as they look at ways
to minimise climate change and glacial depletion. History also looks at the courage of those who speak out, but
with a focus on the substantive knowledge of social change and law reforms and how these changes happen
thanks to the courage of people to speak out against inequality. Disciplinary knowledge will be being developed
in tandem in both subjects, for example in history by studying changes to the law in the 19th century. In religious
studies, students will look specifically at substantive knowledge of how the Christian God is represented and the
imagery around this.
In STEM, there is a focus on the disciplinary knowledge of data in maths, in particular looking at representing and
interpreting data in graphs and charts. Students will develop this further as they use problem
solving to compare different data sets using these graphs and charts. The substantive
knowledge is in learning for example how data has been used in the real world by big tech firms
such as Facebook and Twitter. In computer science, students will be writing their own algorithms as they develop
(Continued on page 5)
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their coding skills as well as having the courage needed to read pseudocodes; this is a key disciplinary knowledge of the
subject. Students will need to problem-solve as they test their codes to ensure any issues are resolved. Science looks
at chemical energy and magnetism and electromagnetism (substantive knowledge). Students will need to show
courage as they tackle more advanced topics in chemical energy such as exothermic and endothermic reactions, as
well as demonstrating their ability to problem-solve as they build their own electromagnets. In this process they will
also develop key disciplinary knowledge skills such as problem solving and finding solutions.
All information about the content students are studying in Year 9 is available in our Curriculum Maps on our website

Year 10
In English Literature students
will continue their GCSE
study of A Christmas Carol
and
learn
substantive
contextual knowledge of the 19th century. As
the students progress through the novel, they
will observe how Dickens uses language, literary
devices and characterisation to offer problem
solving solutions to poverty and neglect in
society which is a key disciplinary skill. Students
will demonstrate courage as they critique the
novel and evaluate the text’s relatability and
significance to our own era in essay-based
responses in readiness for AP1, another key
requirement for the disciplinary knowledge.
In English Language, students will continue their
substantive knowledge study of AQA English
Language Paper 2: Writers’ Viewpoints and
Perspectives. Students will demonstrate problem
solving skills in synthesising, evaluating and
analysing how a writer presents their ideas in
non-fiction, thus developing their disciplinary
knowledge too. They will also demonstrate
courage in producing timed responses to
questions which require different skill sets –
particularly in moving on to comparative

Year 11
In English Literature, students will continue with their
substantive knowledge study of Macbeth; as they
progress through the play, students will observe how
William Shakespeare offers problem solving solutions to
rectifying chaos in society – particularly through his
characterisation of Macbeth and Macduff. Furthermore,
students will show courage in analysing Shakespearean
language and producing essay responses in their mock
examinations which is key to improving disciplinary
knowledge. Students will also continue their study of the
power and conflict anthology analysing how poets, across
different eras, offer problem solving
solutions to abuses of power in society;
students will simultaneously demonstrate
courage as they begin to compare poems which is clear
disciplinary knowledge needed for the exam.
In maths students will demonstrate courage and learn
substantive knowledge too as they complete a functional
skills task on mortgages. Students will also look at direct
and inverse proportion using formulae, which will require
courage to persevere. They are learning about percentages
and so will need to use problem solving skills to work out
the best rates. In IT students will be solving problems
throughout the assessment to ensure that their project is a
success and then showing courage when starting their
coursework. They will be using disciplinary knowledge to
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analysis.
In maths, students are using their problem solving
skills to solve equations. They will investigate how
to represent these on graphs (disciplinary
knowledge) and in digital IT students will
demonstrate courage as they have their first
experience of programming (also disciplinary
knowledge). This also requires effective skills in
problem solving which is a virtue for November.
In biology, Year 10 students will be demonstrating
that they know how to solve problems when using
microscopes,
an
example
of
disciplinary
knowledge. They will be able to explain the steps to
be taken to view a clear image using a microscope.
Students will understand substantive knowledge
through how the agriculture industry uses cloning to
produce many plants in a short space of time using
the smallest amount of resources
possible. They will then move onto
how therapeutic stem cell treatments
solve problems associated with a range of health
conditions.
In chemistry, Year 10 students will be investigating
the different types of bonding in substances and the
properties of ionic, covalent and metallic
substances, another example of the substantive
knowledge learnt this month. They will relate their
properties to their uses, including the use of
nanoparticles, nanotubules and Buckminster
fullerenes.
In physics, Year 10 students will be using a range of
equipment to build series and parallel circuits and
so develop disciplinary knowledge of the
subject. These will be used to collect data for use in
the Ohms law equation V=IR.
In art and drama, students are demonstrating
problem solving skills as they receive feedback on

showcase their best ICT skills.
In biology, Year 11 students will be learning
substantive knowledge to apply mathematical
principles to solve problems relating to surface area,
volume and body mass index. They will be evaluating
the therapeutic use of stem cells to treat a variety of
diseases and the use of stents, aspirin and statins to
improve the outcome of patients with heart
disease. Students will describe how to identify the
best antiseptics to overcome the problem of bacterial
growth in the home.
In chemistry, students will be using mathematical
principles to solve problems relating to atomic
structure and reacting masses. This process is an
important part of learning and honing disciplinary
knowledge. They will also be describing
the use of electrolysis to extract metals
from dilute solutions of ions which is an
example of substantive knowledge.
In physics, students will be using apparatus to
investigate the volume of irregular objects to use it to
solve problems relating to density.; this is useful
disciplinary knowledge. They will be using the
equation for gravitational potential energy to solve
problems relating to energy changes. Students will use
circuit diagrams to solve problems relating to electrical
consumer
products.
Further
substantive knowledge is learnt when
students describe the use of renewable
energy resources to solve the problems
caused by the use of fossil fuels and their nonrenewable nature.
In art and drama students are showing courage as they
continue to refine their art projects for their
assessment this month.
In PE, students will need to be honest about their skills
and confidence levels within lessons whilst trying to
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their initial drafts. Acting on feedback and redrafting
processes are a fundamental disciplinary skill in all the arts
subjects. In PE students will show problem
solving too by identifying potential problems
in game situations and identifying tactics, skills
and ways to implement them to solve the problem, more
important disciplinary knowledge.
In history students are continuing to broaden their
understanding of medicine in the Renaissance period. In
particular, students will contemplate the problem solving that
was necessary to solve the issues of surgery and public
health, which is substantive knowledge needed for the AQA
GCSE. In geography, students will enhance their knowledge of
the British Isles and how we can tackle the problems
associated with coastal landscapes; again, this is substantive
knowledge for the GCSE. In religious studies, students will be
examining substantive knowledge such as the religious ideas
of the sanctity of life and how humanity demonstrates the
capacity to show courage and resilience in our daily lives.

apply new skills within game situations, which
will require considerable courage.
In history, students will be reflecting on the
problem solving skills of Streseman and the
Weimar Republic to restore Germany after
WW1.
In geography, students will consider the
problem solving skills necessary to manage
climate change and contemplate how we can
exhibit courage to tackle these issues.
In religious studies, students will be examining
religious ideas of the sanctity of life and how
humanity demonstrates the capacity to show
courage and resilience within our
increasingly complex world.
In music, students will be planning,
developing and delivering a music product.
They will also be using their music
performance skills within rehearsals and
performances.

Homework Survey
It was pleasing to hear that both students and their parents/carers have seen an increase in
the amount of homework being set by the Academy.
As a reminder, this is set on Edulink for all subjects. Different curriculum areas use different
online platforms to set homework. If your child has misplaced their homework booklet,
they must ask their Head of Year for a replacement.
The homework booklets outline what will be set every week, for the whole academic year.
These tasks are assessing how much our students can remember of the content they were
taught last year.
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